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‘A look at Loft’
Welcome to a new era in golf shot analysis! Modern technology and 3D doppler
radar has allowed a new description of ball flight behavior.
Flightscope Newsletter

Michael Jacobs
PGA Professional
www.xgolfschool.com

We are going to take a look at 3 different types of loft on a golf
club. Natural Loft, Delivered Loft, Dynamic Loft:

Natural Loft
Zero Degree Line

The loft of the club as designed
by the manufacturer.
Natural loft is the measurement of the club’s loft when in a resting position.
The blue line in the photo shows what would be a zero degree loft angle.
The natural loft is per the manufacturer and is easily measured with a Loft /
Lie machine
Over the years manufacturers have lowered lofts in order to allow amateurs to
gain distance. Golfers are indeed hitting their 9 irons further than ever but
they are basically hitting a lower lofted club. Loft reduction has made
hybrids the hottest clubs on market.
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Delivered Loft

Delivered loft is the golf
club’s loft
at the time of contact

Red arrow represents ‘normal’ to the
club’s face. Same as a lie angle type tool
often seen at club fittings.

Natural Loft of Club Resting on Ground

A basic example of
Delivered Loft
Note the increase in
loft & backward tilt of shaft

A basic example of a Delivered Loft
Note the reduction in loft & forward tilt of shaft
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Factors that affect Delivered Loft?
There are many factors that come into play during a golf swing that effect
the loft of the golf club. It is very important for golfers to understand that
the natural loft will be different from your loft at contact.

Factors that affect the loft of the club during the swing:
The Up or Down Attack Angle of the club
The forward or backward lean of the golf club
Golf Club in relation to the front arm
Shaft Flexing
Contact point on the club face
Torques on the arms & hands

There are many uncovered details involved with the Delivered
Loft of a club. What factors play into altering the actual loft of
the club during contact? Does off center contact affect the loft of
the club? What is taking place while the ball and club are
colliding into one another?

Give us the
answers Mike!
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The golf ball and club are in contact with one another for about a Half Millisecond
during which they move together for less than 1 inch. This holds true for just about all
clubs including slow speed shots.
There is nothing a golfer can do at this point to alter what is taking place during this
interval. There are things that you can do early in the downswing to influence the club
head’s delivery conditions but nothing a golfer can do during the impact interval.

Can the loft be affected during
impact interval?
Yes it can!!!
during the half millisecond and less than an inch travel the loft of the club
face can be altered significantly.
Strike point on the club face can heavily influence the loft of the club during the
impact interval.
Off center strikes can tilt the face of the golf club and create varying differences in loft
All of the factors influencing the loft of the club create a new understanding of ‘TRUE’ loft
known as Dynamic Loft

Dynamic Loft
Welcome to a new term and a new breakthrough in golf swing analytics
Thanks to Flightscope’s 3D Doppler Radar, we are provided with the Dynamic Loft.
What is the Dynamic Loft?
The Dynamic Loft is a calculation of all the factors of the impact interval. The Dynamic
Loft represents the moment when the club head imparts it’s maximum influence on the
golf ball. During the impact interval there are 3 important phases:
An initial contact
A moment of maximum compression
A moment of separation
The moment of maximum compression is somewhere towards the middle of the impact
interval and most important for the ball flight characteristics.
There has been a long held belief that a golfer should strive for a ‘square club’ at
separation but actually that would not be accurate! A square club at maximum
compression would be the desired effect of a straight flying shot!
Dynamic Loft is a key parameter in both instruction and club fitting. Thanks to
Flightscope we as golf professionals can get a calculation of the point of Maximum
Influence of the golf ball.
Next Newsletter we will discuss:

The Resultant Path
Michael Jacobs
www.xgolfschool.com

